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The main result of this paper is a polynomial time algorithm that minimizes the number of nodes
in a parity OBDD (ordered binary decision diagram). Moreover, we prove that the synthesis and the
equivalence test for 'OBDDs, which are the fundamental operations for circuit verification, have
polynomial time deterministic solutions. We conclude that it takes deterministic polynomial time
to decide whether the parity of clauses/implicants is satisfiable. Several functions typically used as
examples in theory, e.g., the indirect storage access function, have exponential OBDD-size but are of
polynomial size if 'OBDDs are used. C° 2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Formal circuit verification is a fundamental task. The following approach to verification is frequently
used (for a survey see Bryant, 1992, and Wegener, 1994). A data structure for representing Boolean
functions is chosen. The structure should allow compact representation of many important functions
and efficient algorithms for certain operations. The fundamental operations are the equivalence test
(deciding whether two representations represent the same Boolean function), synthesis (compute, for
a binary Boolean operation fl, a representation for fl( f; g), given representations for f and g), and
minimization of the size of a given data structure. The circuit to be verified and the specification
are transformed step by step with the synthesis algorithm possibly combined with the minimization
algorithm. Then the equivalence test algorithm is applied.
Ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) provide the data structure applied in most cases. Their
excellent algorithmic properties are the reason for this preference: Many fundamental operations can
be performed in time linear in the maximum of the sizes of the input and the output (see Bryant, 1986,
and Sieling and Wegener, 1993). The restricted descriptive power of OBDDs is their main drawback.
There are several methods of proving exponential lower bounds on the size of the OBDDs, which are
nothing but oblivious read-once branching programs, for explicitly defined Boolean functions. Let us
consider some examples.
Bryant (1991) proved that the hidden weighted bit function HWBn (x1; : : : ; xn) :D x” , where ” :DPn
iD1 xi , and x0 D 0, has exponential size.
The same was shown by Breitbart et al. (1991) for the indirect storage access function ISAn (yk¡1; : : : ;
y0; x2k¡1; : : : ; x0) D ISAn(y; x), where n D 2k C k. (If b is a Boolean vector, jbj the natural number
canonically represented by b, and z( j) :D (x j C k¡1 mod2k ; : : : ; x j mod 2k ), for j D 0; : : : ; 2k ¡ 1, then
ISA (y; x) :D xjz(jyj)j.)
Ajtai et al. (1985) considered the function '-cln;3; n D ( n02 ), which counts the number of triangles
mod 2 in an undirected graph. They proved that'-cln;3 has exponential size even if the more powerful
model of read-once branching programs is used.
MOD2 representations of Boolean functions have been used for a long time. The ring-sum expansion
is the best known. Gergov and Meinel (1996) presented a data structure which they called MOD-2
OBDDs. MOD-2 OBDDs can be obtained from OBDDs by introducing nodes of outdegree 2 labeled
by the binary EXOR operation. The semantic meaning is the following. In order to evaluate MOD-2
OBDDs on a given Boolean input vector, a Boolean value is inductively assigned to each node of the
MOD-2 OBDD. As usual, a selection is carried out in the case of an ordinary branching node, whereas
in the case of an EXOR node an EXOR operation is performed. Gergov and Meinel have shown that the
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descriptive power of the MOD-2 OBDDs is considerably larger by proving that the hidden weighted bit
function and the function'-cln;3 have MOD-2 OBDD sizes O(n2) and O(n3), respectively. Moreover,
they have proved all fundamental operations for MOD-2 OBDDs except the minimization to have
feasible running time. (The algorithm described to solve the equivalence problem is a probabilistic one
with one-sided error.) Taking their pattern from the OBDD operations, they established rules to decrease
the number of nodes of a given MOD-2 OBDD. But in contrast to the OBDD case, it may happen that
a MOD-2 OBDD is not size-minimal nor is one of the rules applicable.
Instead of Gergov and Meinel’s MOD-2 OBDDs we consider a data structure which we call parity
OBDDs. The difference is a technical one: The EXOR nodes become superfluous as we allow all
branching nodes to have unbounded nondeterminism. In order to calculate the function value, we count,
for each input, the number of accepting paths mod 2. Using standard techniques, it can be shown that
the descriptive powers of MOD-2 OBDDs and of parity OBDDs are the same.
If we want to represent several Boolean functions, they may have subfunctions in common. As in the
case of OBDDs, we want our data structure to be organized in such a way that a common subfunction
that has to be represented is stored exactly once. This leads to the notion of a shared parity OBDD.
It is easy to see that the three typical decomposition types (Shannon, positive Davio, negative Davio)
are covered by parity OBDDs whose nodes have only two or three outgoing edges.
Partitioned OBDDs introduced by Narayan et al. (1996) are another important generalization of
OBDDs. Roughly speaking, partioned-OBDD representations allow different variable orderings on
preassigned different parts of the the input set. It was proved by Bollig and Wegener (1997) that the
descriptive power of partioned OBDDs is incomparable with that of parity OBDDs.
On the basis of an algebraic charaterization (see Theorem 3.2) of the shared parity OBDD com-
plexity, we establish deterministic polynomial time algorithms for solving the minimization problem
for the number of nodes (see Theorem 4.1), the satisfiability problem (see Corollary 5.1), the redun-
dancy test problem (see Corollary 5.3), the satisfiability problem for the parity of clauses or implicants
(see Corollary 5.2), the synthesis problem, the equivalence test problem, the replacement by constants
problem (see Theorem 5.5), the replacement by functions problem (see Corollary 5.6), and the quan-
tification problem (see Corollary 5.7). We will also see that the sat-count problem is #P-complete (see
Theorem 5.4). Moreover, we complement the upper-bound results of Gergov and Meinel (1996) by
showing that the indirect storage access function ISA has parity-OBDD size O(n3) for any ordering of
the variables (see Corollary 5.8).
2. THE MODEL
It is convenient to regard the space Bn of Boolean functions of n variables as an F2-algebra, where
F2 is the prime field of characteristic 2, i.e., as a 2n-dimensional vector space over F2 with an additional
multiplication operation. The product f ^ g or f g of two functions f; g 2 Bn is defined by compo-
nentwise conjunction. Their sum f ' g corresponds to the componentwise exclusive-or. (In line with
this notation, “'” is also used for the symmetric difference of sets.) In this context, the variable xi
represents the projection from f0; 1gn to the i th coordinate, x¯i the complement of this function.
A permutation ¾ of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng induces an ordering x¾ (n); x¾ (n¡1); : : : ; x¾ (1) on the input
variables. A shared parity OBDD with respect to ¾ , abbreviated by shared ¾ -'OBDD, on the Boolean
variables fx1; x2; : : : ; xng is a directed acyclic graph with the following properties: The set of nodes
N (B) of B is partitioned into nC 2 possibly empty levels denoted by N‚(B) for ‚ D 0; : : : ; n C 1.
The level NnC1(B) is an ordered set consisting of m nodes for m > 0, the sources. (If there is exactly
one source, we talk about a parity OBDD rather than about a shared one.) For each source q, there is
a possibly empty set of nonsource nodes Succ (q) such that q is joined to any node from Succ (q) by
an unlabeled directed edge. The level N0(B) consists of at most one node, the 1-sink s1. (A 'OBDD
for the all-zero function does not need to have a 1-sink.) The level N‚(B), for ‚ D 1; : : : ; n; consists
of the so-called branching nodes labeled with the Boolean variable x¾ (‚). (If u 2 N‚, then level (u) is
defined to be ‚.) For each Boolean constant b 2 f0; 1g, each ‚ D 1; : : : ; n; and each node u 2 N‚(B)
there is a set Succb(u); ; µ Succb(u) µ
S‚¡1
‚0D0N‚0 (B), of b-successors. Each node u is joined to each
v 2 Succb(u) by a directed edge labeled with b. Moreover, we assume B to be weakly connected in the
following sense. For each node u there is a directed path from some source to this node.
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In BDD papers the levels are typically numbered from 0 to n, and not vice versa as we do. The
advantage of our notation is that we have one and the same index for a level, the Boolean variable with
which the nodes of the level are labeled, and the function space to which the resulting functions of the
nodes of the level belong.
The size of a shared 'OBDD B is the number of its nodes, denoted by SIZE(B). (We note that the
storage size of B belongs to both ˜(SIZE (B))) and O(SIZE(B)2).)
The semantics is defined as follows: Let B be a shared ¾ -'OBDD on the set of Boolean variables
fxn; : : : ; x1g. For each node u of the diagram B, we define its resulting function Resu(B) D Resu 2 Bn
by induction on ‚ D level(u); ‚ D 0; : : : ; n C 1. The resulting function of the 1-sink, if it exists,
equals the all–one function. If level (u) D ‚ 2 f1; : : : ; ng, then Resu D x¯¾ (‚) ^ ('v2Succ0(u)Resv) '
x¾ (‚)^ ('v2Succ1(u)Resu). If q is a source, then Resq :D 'v2Succ(q)Resv . The function Res(B) : Fn2 ! Fm2
represented by the whole diagram is defined to be (Resq1 ; : : : ;Resqm ), where (q1; : : : ; qm) is the sequence
of sources. For f 2 Bmn defD (Bn)m , let C¾'OBDD( f ) be the minimum size of a shared ¾ -'OBDD that
represents the sequence of Boolean functions f .
3. SIZE-MINIMAL SHARED PARITY OBDDS
Let us fix a permutation ¾ of the set of indices f1; : : : ; ng of the Boolean variables. For k D
1; : : : ; n ¡ 1; we assume Bk to be canonically embedded into Bn as an F2-algebra by means of the
assumptions that each h 2 Bk regarded as an element of Bn does not essentially depend on the set of
variables fx1; : : : ; xngnfx¾ (1); : : : ; x¾ (k)g and that xi is assigned to x¾ (i), for i D 1; : : : ; k.
The problem of this section is to characterize a size-minimal shared ¾ -'OBDD for a given vector
of Boolean functions f 2 Bmn in terms of invariants of f and ¾ as far as possible. In order to describe
what we want, we need a little more notation.
Let f D ( f1; : : : ; fm) 2 Bmn be a vector of Boolean functions. For I µ f1; 2; : : : ; ng, let SI ( f ) be
the set of all subfunctions obtained from f1; : : : ; fm by setting the variables xi , for all i =2 I; to all
possible constants. Let S¾‚ ( f ) :D SI ( f ), where I D f¾ (1); : : : ; ¾ (‚)g. (In particular, S¾n ( f ) is the set
f f1; : : : ; fmg and S¾0 ( f ) is a subset of f0, 1g.) For ‚ D 0; : : : n; let B¾‚ ( f ) be the vector space spanned
by S¾‚ ( f ) [ ¢ ¢ ¢ [ S¾0 ( f ).
Let B be a shared ¾ -'OBDD. For ‚ D 0; : : : ; n; we define B‚(B) to be the vector space spanned by
fResu ju 2
S‚
kD0Nk(B)g
For convenience, we let B¡1;B¾¡1( f ), and B¡1(B) be the zero space.
As an immediate consequence of the definitions, for ‚ D 0; : : : ; n; the projections defined by setting
x¾ (‚) to any Boolean constant b are F2-algebra homomorphisms from B‚ onto B‚¡1, from B¾‚ ( f ) onto
B¾‚¡1( f ), and from B‚(B) onto B‚¡1(B).
In order to be able to prove the main result of this section, we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Let B be a shared ¾ -'OBDD representing a vector of Boolean functions f D
( f1; : : : ; fm) 2 Bmn : Then, for k D 0; : : : ; n;
#Nk(B) ‚ dimF2
¡
B¾k ( f )
–
B¾k¡1( f )
¢
:
Proof. Let k 2 f0; : : : ; ng be arbitrarily chosen. Using the usual path argument, we get the in-
clusion B¾k ( f ) µ Bk(B). Moreover, we obviously have B¾k ( f ) \ Bk¡1 µ B¾k¡1( f ): Consequently,
the canonically defined mapping B¾k ( f )=B¾k¡1( f ) ! Bk(B)=Bk¡1(B) is one-to-one. Since #Nk(B) ‚
dimF2 (Bk(B)=Bk¡1(B)) the claim follows. j
We are now in the position to formulate and prove the Algebraic Characterization Theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. LetB be a size-minimal shared ¾ -'OBDD representing a vector of Boolean functions
f D ( f1; : : : ; fm) 2 Bmn . Then, for k D 0; : : : ; n;
#Nk(B) D dimF2
¡
B¾k ( f )
–
B¾k¡1( f )
¢
;
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and consequently
C¾'OBDD( f ) D dimF2
¡
B¾n ( f )
¢C m:
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, it suffices to construct a shared ¾ -'OBDDB such that the asserted equations
hold.
First, we define the nodes of B as
Nk(B) :D
8><>:
(q1; : : : ; qm) if k D n C 1;'
hk;1; : : : ; hk;„k
“
if n ‚ k ‚ 0; and B¾k ( f )
–
B¾k¡1( f ) 6D ;;
; if n ‚ k ‚ 0; and B¾k ( f )
–
B¾k¡1( f ) D ;;
where (q1; : : : ; qm) is the vector of sources and, if B¾k ( f )=B¾k¡1( f ) 6D ;, hk;1; : : : ; hk;„k are represen-
tatives of a basis of B¾k ( f )=B¾k¡1( f ). (Clearly, N0(B) is either empty or the singleton set consisting of
the all–one function.)
We now have to create edges in such a way that B represents the vector ( f1; : : : ; fm).
Case 1. IfN0(B) D ;, then f equals the m-vector of the all–zero functions. Consequently, all other
levels except the (n C 1) th one are empty. Thus we are done.
Case 2. If N0(B) 6D ;; then we create edges in a bottom-up manner, such that for all k D 0; : : : ; n
and all h 2 Nk(B); Resh D h.
The claim is true for k D 0.
For the induction step, we assume that k> 0 and h 2Nk(B). Then, for bD 0; 1; we conclude
hjx¾ (k)Db 2B¾k¡1( f ). Consequently, hjx¾ (k)Db D
Pk¡1
iD0
P„i
jD1 fi
(b)
i j hi j for uniquely determined Boolean con-
stants fi(b)i j 2 F2. For b D 0; 1; we define
Succb(h) :D
'
hi j
flflfi(b)i j D 1“:
We conclude Resh D h.
Finally, we have to determine the sets Succ (q j ) such that Resq j D f j , for j D 1; : : : ;m. Since we
have already represented a basis of the space B¾n ( f ), which contains the set f f1; : : : ; fmg, this can be
done in a uniquely determined way. j
As an easy consequence of the preceding proof, we get the following.
COROLLARY 3.3. If B is a size-minimal 'OBDD representing a single Boolean function f 2 Bn ,
then the source of B has exactly one successor.
4. MINIMIZING THE NUMBER OF NODES IN A SHARED 'OBDD
Let us define an exponent ! of matrix multiplication over a field k to be a real number such that mul-
tiplication of two square matrices of order h may be algorithmically achieved with O(h!) arithmetical
operations. (Note that this is a nonstandard definition. Usually, the exponent of matrix multiplication ¿
is defined to be the infimum of all !’s.) It is well known that matrix multiplication plays a key role in
numerical linear algebra. Thus the following problems all have “exponent”!: matrix inversion, L–R de-
composition, and evaluation of the determinant. Up to now, the best known ! is 2.376 (see Coppersmith
and Winograd, 1990). For practical reasons it might be best to use Gaussian elimination. Then we work
with the matrix exponent 3.
The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.1. Let ! be any exponent of matrix multiplication. Then there is an algorithm that
computes, taking a shared ¾ -'OBDD B as input, a size-minimal shared ¾ -'OBDD representing the
same vector of Boolean functions as B in time O(n ¢ SIZE(B)!) and space O(SIZE(B)2).
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We consider the case that the permutation ¾ is the identity. Moreover, we omit ¾ as an index in order
to simplify the notation.
We use a “self-explaining” object-oriented pseudocode, where the data objects are passed to the
entities by reference.
The main attributes of the class NODE describing the data structure for nodes are a natural number
index and two sets succ0 (or high) and succ1 (or low) of nodes. If u is a node object which is
bound to an entity u, u.index is the index of the label of u and u.succb points to the set of nodes
Succb(u); for b D 0; 1:
The data structure for shared'OBDDs given by the classSHARED PARITY OBDD has a pointer
root to a vector of sets of nonsource nodes with the current shared 'OBDD as the core attribute. If
(q1; : : : ; qm) is the vector of sources of the current shared 'OBDD B, the attribute root points to the
vector (Succ (q1); : : : ; Succ(qm)) of nonsource nodes of B.
Our minimization algorithm falls into two auxiliary routines. The first one linearly reduces a level of
the current shared 'OBDD provided that the levels below are linearly reduced.
As a matter of convention, we assume that all auxiliary subsets of nonsource nodes occurring in the
following procedures to be represented as F2-column vectors of length SIZE(B)¡ m.
Procedure linearly reduce(N : SET[NODE])
Precondition
Let B be the current shared 'OBDD on the set of variables fx1; : : : ; xng.
Then
1. Res(B) D ( f1; : : : ; fm) 2 Bmn
2. The set of nodesN passed to the procedure is assumed to be a nonempty levelN‚(B) of B, for
some ‚ D 1; : : : ; n.
3. If u1; : : : ; u„ are the nodes of
S‚¡1
kD 0Nk(B), then the functions Resu j ; j D 1; : : : ; „; are linearly
independent.
Postcondition
1. The precondition is maintained.
2. The new ‚ th level N (new)‚ is a subset of the old one such that the elements Resu mod B‚¡1(B),
for u 2 N (new)‚ , form a basis of the space B‚(B)=B‚¡1(B). (The space itself is not changed.)
3. The nodes of all other levels except the ‚th one are preserved (in the sense that their resulting
functions remain unchanged).
Global Step 1
We internally represent B as two (SIZE(B) ¡ m) £ (SIZE(B) ¡ m) adjacency matrices A(0) and
A(1) over F2, where the columns of A(b) represent the b-successor sets of B’s branching nodes
and a (SIZE(B)¡ m)£ m matrix R over F2, where the column R¢k , for k D 1; : : : ;m; represents
the set Succ(qk). This can be done in timeO(SIZE(B)2). (As a matter of convention, we assume all
enumerations of sets of nodes used in the following to be compatible with these matrix represen-
tations.)
Global Step 2
We adopt the notation of Clause 3 of the precondition and assume, moreover, that u„C1; : : : ;
u„C„0 are the nodes ofN D N‚(B). Let h:; :i denote the inner product in the spaceB‚¡1(B) defined
by hResui ;Resu j iD –i j , for i; j D 1; : : : ; „. We now set up the following matrix M D (Mi j ), where
i D 1; : : : ; 2„; j D 1; : : : ; „ C „0. For i D 1; : : : ; „; j D 1; : : : ; „ C „0, let Mi j :DhResui ;
Resu j jx‚D0i and M„Ci; j :D hResui ;Resu j jx‚D1i. (Note that all nodes of N are labeled with x‚.)
This matrix is motivated as follows. The mapping
B‚(B)! B‚¡1(B)£ B‚¡1(B)
h 7! ¡hjx‚D0; hjx‚D1¢
is an embedding by Shannon’s decomposition. The column vector M¢ j , for j D 1; : : : ; „C „0, is
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the column vector associated with Resu j with respect to the basis (Resu1 ; 0); : : : ; (Resu„; 0);
(0;Resu1 ); : : : ; (0;Resu„ ) of the direct-sum space B‚¡1(B) £ B‚¡1(B), provided that we identify
along this embedding. Evidently,
(M¢1; : : : ;M¢„) D (E„; E„)T;
where E„ is the („ £ „)-identity matrix. Consequently, the submatrix (M¢1; : : : ;M¢„) of M has
full column rank. Clearly, setting up this matrix takes time O((„C „0)2), since each matrix entry
can be retrieved from the graph structure of B in constant time.
Global Step 3
3.1. We select columns M¢„C j , j 2 J , such that the columns M¢1; : : : ;M¢„;M¢„C j , j 2 J , form
a basis of the space spanned by all columns of M.
3.2. We then reperesent the columns not selected in terms of those selected.
Using the remark given at the beginning of this section, this can be done in timeO(SIZE(B)!),
for any exponent of matrix multiplication !.
Global Step 4
Let the equations
M¢„Cl D
„X
kD1
fik M¢k C
X
j2J
fi„C j M¢„C j ; for l =2 J;
be the result of Global Step 3.2. Having determined the sets
U„Cl :D
(
u j 2
[
‚0•‚
N‚0 (B) j fi j D 1
)
; for l =2 J;
and having set up the matrix ˆE resulting from the (SIZE(B)¡m)£ (SIZE(B)¡m) identity matrix
by replacing the („ C l)th column, for l =2 J , with U„Cl represented as the F2-column of length
SIZE(B)¡ m, we do the following.
4.1. For each node w and for each Boolean constant b 2 f0; 1g such that there is a b-edge leading
fromw to a node u„Cl , where l =2 J , we modify the set of b-edges outgoing fromw by means
of the instructions
A(b) ˆ ˆE ¢ A(b); for b D 0; 1;
which perform matrix multiplications over F2 in time O (SIZE(B)!). Since the nodes u„Cl ,
l =2 J , are replaced by the sets U„Cl , the functions Res! remain unchanged, for all nodes w
under consideration.
4.2. We update the successor sets of the sources (q1; : : : ; qm) by the instruction
Rˆ ˆE ¢ R:
This, again, takes time O(SIZE(B)!). As in 4.1, we do not change (Resq1 ; : : : ;Resqm ).
Global Step 5
Using a depth-first search approach, we remove all nodes not reachable from a source. It takes
linear time to do so.
Thus we have proved
PROPOSITION 4.2. For each exponent ! of matrix multiplication, “linearly reduce” can be imple-
mented in such a way that it works in time O(SIZE(B)!) and space O(SIZE(B)2), where B is the input
shared 'OBDD.
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Having linearly reduced all levels of our shared'OBDD B, it may happen that there are some nodes
u 2 N (B) for which Resu =2 Bn( f ). The following procedure “transform” reconstructs B from the
top to the bottom in order to remove these nodes.
Procedure transform(N : SET[NODE])
Precondition
Let B be the current Shared 'OBDD on the set of variables fx1; : : : ; xng. Then
1. Res(B) D ( f1; : : : ; fm) 2 Bmn
2. The set of nodesN passed to the procedure is assumed to be a nonempty levelN‚(B) ofB, for
some ‚ D 1; : : : ; n.
3. For all ‚0; ‚ < ‚0 • n, and all nodes u 2S‚<‚0•n N‚0 (B)Resu 2 Bn( f ).
4. The functions Resu , where u runs through all nonsource nodes ofB, are linearly independent.
Postcondition
1. The precondition is maintained.
2. Resu 2 B‚( f ) µ Bn( f ) for all nodes u 2 N‚(B).
Convention
Let ‚0 be the index of the highest nonempty level, and let q1; : : : ; qm be the sources of B.
Global Step 1
Internally represent B as in Global Step 1 of the procedure linearly reduce.
Global Step 2
If ‚ D ‚0, then perform 2.1 to 2.4.
2.1. Set up the (SIZE(B)¡m)£m matrices M and L such that, for k D 1; : : : ;m, column M¢k
represents the set Succ(qk) \N‚(B) and column L ¢k represents the set Succ(qk)nN‚(B).
2.2. Create new nodes v1; : : : ; vm and add them to the level N‚(B).
2.3. Perform in time O(SIZE(B)!) the instructions
V (b) ˆ A(b) ¢ M C L ; for b D 0; 1;
regarded as matrix operations over F2, and interpret the columns of V (b) as b-successor sets
of the nodes v1; : : : ; vm . (This means that, for k D 1; : : : ;m; b D 0; 1,
Succb(vk) D
M
u2Succ(qk )\N‚(B)
Succb(u)' (Succ(qk)nN‚(B));
and consequently Resvk D Resqk :)
2.4. Goto Global Step 4.
Global Step 3
If ‚ < ‚0, then perform the steps 3.1–3.4.
3.1. For each u 2S j>‚N j (B), and each b D 0; 1, create the sets
M (b)u :D Succb(u) \N‚(B)
L (b)u :D Succb(u) \
ˆ[
j<‚
N j (B)
!
as Boolean vectors of length SIZE(B)¡ m.
3.2. For u 2 S j>‚N j (B) and b D 0; 1, create new nodes v(u; b) and add them to the level
N‚(B).
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3.3. Compute (analogous to Global Step 2.3) for each v(u; b), u 2 S j>‚N j (B), b D 0; 1, the
successor sets Succ0(v(u; b)) and Succ1(v(u; b)) such that
Resv(u;b) D
M
w2M (b)u [L (b)u
Res!:
Clearly, it takes time O(SIZE(B)!) to do so. (Because of Clause 3 of the precondition,
Resv(u;b) 2 Bn( f ).)
3.4. For u 2S j>‚N j (B) and b D 0; 1, remove all b-edges to nodes of M (b)u [ L (b)u and then join
u to v(u; b) by a directed b-edge. (Thus, Resu is maintained.)
Global Step 4
Using a depth-first search approach, remove all nodes not reachable from some source.
Global Step 5
Perform the procedurelinearly reduce taking the modified levelN‚(B) as input. (This may
result in an empty level N‚(B).)
We have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 4.3. For each exponent ! of matrix multiplication, “transform” can be implemented in
such a way that it works in time O(SIZE(B)!) and space O(SIZE(B)2), where B is the input shared
'OBDD.
We are now in a position to establish our minimization procedure that proves Theorem 4.1.
Procedure minimize
Precondition
Let B be the current shared 'OBDD on the set of variables fx1; : : : ; xng such that Res(B)D
( f1; : : : ; fm) 2 Bmn , where n > 1.
Postcondition
1. The precondition is maintained.
2. B is size-minimal with respect to the given variable ordering.
Global Step 1
‚ˆ 0
while ‚ < n do
‚ˆ ‚C 1
if #N‚(B) 6D 0 then do
linearly reduce (N‚(B))
Global Step 2
‚ˆ n C 1
while ‚ > 1 do
‚ˆ ‚¡ 1
if #N‚(B) 6D 0 then do
transform (N‚(B))
5. APPLICATIONS
First, we immediately get the following three corollaries from our main results, Theorem 3.2 and
Theorem 4.1.
COROLLARY 5.1. Let B be a 'OBDD representing a Boolean function f 2 Bn. Then, for each
exponent of matrix multiplication !, it can be decided in timeO(n ¢SIZE(B)!) and spaceO(SIZE(B)2)
whether f is satisfiable.
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Proof. After having minimized B, it suffices to check using Theorem 3.2 whether the size of B now
equals 1. j
COROLLARY 5.2. It takes deterministic polynomial time to decide whether the parity of clauses/
implicants is satisfiable.
Proof. What we have to do is simply to transform the input formula into a 'OBDD in a straight-
forward way and then to apply Corollary 5.1. j
COROLLARY 5.3. Let B be a 'OBDD representing a Boolean function f 2 Bn. Then, for each
exponent of matrix multiplication !, it can be decided in timeO(n ¢SIZE(B)!) and spaceO(SIZE(B)2)
whether f essentially depends on x j , for j D 1; : : : ; n.
Proof. We first minimize B by applying the procedure “minimize.” Then it suffices to check
whether the level whose nodes are labeled with x j is empty. j
Second, we note that a standard depth-first search algorithm can be used to evaluate a vector of
Boolean functions represented by a shared 'OBDD on a given input in linear time.
Third, let us turn to the implementation of the operations on Boolean functions that are important
for formal verification. As a matter of convention, we assume the following. The input functions are
represented by some of the sources of the current shared'OBDDB on the set of variables fx1; : : : ; xng.
The result of the operation is then represented by an additional source. Before as well as after performing
the operation, we require the current shared'OBDD B to be size-minimal in the sense to Theorem 3.2.
Both the running time and the space demand are measured in terms of the size of the input data structure.
THEOREM 5.4. The problem of computing # f ¡1(1), f 2 Bn , is #P-complete.
Proof. The claim follows from the corresponding result for OFDDs proved by Werchner et al.
(1996). j
THEOREM 5.5. Let ! be any exponent of matrix multiplication.
1. The equivalence of two Boolean functions f 0; f 00 2 Bn can be decided in linear time.
2. Negation and binary exclusive-or can be implemented in linear time.
3. The binary conjunction takes time O(n ¢ SIZE(B)2!) and space O(SIZE(B)4). The size of B
will be at most squared.
4. The operation f ! f jxiDb, for f 2 Bn , b 2 f0; 1g, and i D 1; : : : ; n; can be performed in
time O(n ¢ SIZE(B)!) and space O(SIZE(B)2). The size of B will be at most doubled.
(The results of the synthesis problems have to be node minimal.)
Proof
Claim 1. If f 0; f 00 are represented by q 0 and q 00, we have to check whether Succ(q 0) D Succ(q 00).
Claim 2. As for negation, let q be the source representing the input function. We then create
the 1-sink s1, if this did not exist previously, a new source q 0, and new edges leaving q 0, such that
Succ(q 0) D Succ(q)' fs1g. It follows that Resq 0 D:Resq .
In order to implement the binary exclusive-or, let q1 and q2 be the sources representing the input
functions. We create a new source q and new edges leaving q such that Succ(q) D Succ(q1)'Succ(q2).
Consequenly, Resq D Resq1 ' Resq2 .
In both cases there is no need to minimize the resulting shared'OBDD, since no additional branching
node has been created in the course of the execution of the operations.
Claim 3. We proceed analogously to the OBDD case, performing the well-known “product con-
struction.”
More precisely, this means the following: We assume the variable ordering to be xn; : : : ; x1. We create
a new source q D w(q1; q2) and for each pair (u; v) of nonsource nodes a new nonsource node w(u; v)
labeled with xi , where i D max(index(u), index(v)). (For convenience, let index (s1) :D 0.) After having
identified (s1; s1) with s1, we inductively create edges from the bottom to the top of the diagram in such
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a way that Resw(u;v) D Resu^Resv by using the formula (Resu1'¢ ¢ ¢'Resuk )^ (Resv1'¢ ¢ ¢'Resvl ) D
'i; j Resui ^ Resv j , the fact that setting a variable to constant is an F2-algebra homomorphism, and the
induction hypothesis. Finally, we have to minimize the whole diagram.
Claim 4. Let f 2 Bn , b 2 f0; 1g, i D 1; : : : ; n; and let q be the source of B associated with f . By
copying the part B0 of B reachable from q, we create a source q 0 so that Resq 0 D f . For all branching
nodes v of B0 labeled with xi , we then modify the ¯b-edges leaving v such that Succ¯b(v) D Succb(v).
This results in Resq 0 D f jxiDb. Finally, we minimize the whole diagram. j
COROLLARY 5.6. The operation ( f 0; f 00) ! f 0jxiD f 00 can be performed in O(n ¢ SIZE(B)2!) and
space O(SIZE(B)4); where ! is any exponent of matrix multiplication.
Proof. Clearly, f 0jxi D f 00 D ( f 00 ^ f 0jxiD0) ' ( f 00 ^ f 0jxiD1). In order to prove the claim, we have
simply to perform these operations. j
COROLLARY 5.7. The two operations f ! (9xi f ) and f ! (8xi f ) take time O(n ¢ SIZE(B)2!) and
space O(SIZE(B)4), where ! is any exponent of matrix multiplication.
Proof. The claim follows from the two representations (9xi f ) D f jxiD0 _ f jxiD1 and (8xi f ) D
f jxiD0 ^ f jxiD1. j
Gergov and Meinel (1996) showed that the hidden weighted bit function has quadratic MOD-2 OBDD
size and that the function'-cln;3; n D ( n02 ), which counts in an undirected graph the number of triangles
mod 2, has cubic MOD-2 OBDD size. Let us complement these two results now.
COROLLARY 5.8. For any¾ , the indirect storage access function ISAn , for n D 2k C k, has¾'OBDDs
of size O(n3).
Proof. Clearly, ISAn D '2k¡1jD0 '2
k¡1
iD0 –(jyj; j) ^ –(jz( j)j; i) ^ xi , where – is Kronecker’s function.
Any 'OBDD for –(jyj; j) and for –(jz( j)j; i) is of size O(n). The claim follows. j
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